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Executive Summary
Currently, a variety of reward games are organized by Kosovo businesses without 
government oversight. Through these games, where customers stand to benefit from 
different prizes such as housing, vehicles, or various amounts of cash, businesses aim 
to encourage customers to make continuous purchases. Although more frequent in 
recent years, the practice of such games is not regulated by the legal framework in 
Kosovo. Businesses do not report to any institution about the awards, the method 
used to select winners, prize winners, etc. 

Until May 10, 2019, the Law on Games of Chance governed reward games. Based on 
this law, to organize sweepstakes, reward games, and giveaways businesses were 
required to obtain permits from the Tax Administration of Kosovo (TAK), which also 
monitored the events organized for awards. In that period, business prize awards 
did not exceed one thousand euros. Due to the repeal of that law, whereby the 
Kosovo Government and Assembly intended to protect citizens from betting, games 
of chance, and related incidents in casinos, etc., the organization of reward games 
by businesses has remained unregulated. The organization of such games and the 
value of the awards is now the responsibility of the businesses themselves, without 
monitoring by state authorities. At the moment, just one of the big businesses is 
running a reward game with more than 150 awards, worth more than 100,000 euros.

According to GAP Institute calculations, based on open source online data, during 
2009-2023, pledges for major prizes reached about 2.7 million euros. These prizes 
include housing, vehicles, and cash. Compared to the period when TAK monitored 
reward games, after 2019, pledges of prizes for customers multiplied by 16 times. 
The value of the awarded prizes is 12 times higher. According to the analysis, only 
half (54%) of the top prizes to be awarded are made transparent to the public, 
where the prizes are awarded either in live events broadcast on national television, 
social media, or using some formula that randomly selects the winners. None of the 
businesses (organizers of such games) contacted by GAP with a request for access 
to data have responded regarding the organization of these games. 

Such a situation, with a legal gap and a lack of transparency, increases the likelihood 
that some businesses will not award prizes fairly, while boosting their own profits. 
This would be achieved either by paying less profit tax, as expenditure on prize 
games is fully deductible for tax purposes, or by not recording the prizes correctly 
for value added tax, but also by benefiting from increased sales due to the positive 
impact of reward game campaigns. Consequently, State tax revenues are adversely 
affected in several aspects. 

Loyalty programs created by businesses, through which prizes are also awarded to 
consumers, remain unmonitored. Although the latter present less risk than reward 
games—because the award mechanisms are known in advance and the consumers 
can monitor their accumulated points or benefits, etc. —in 2021-2023, there were 
12 complaints filed with the Consumer Protection Department at the Ministry of 
Industry, precisely about loyalty programs.

In the Western Balkans, in countries such as Albania and North Macedonia, reward 
games are fully regulated by a legal framework. State authorities monitor business 
reward games, and the organizers pay a fee. While in the countries of the European 
Union there is a wider use of loyalty programs, and this is also regulated by the legal 
framework. Since reward games and loyalty programs in Kosovo are not regulated 
at all, GAP Institute recommends that public institutions take measures to prevent 
businesses from exploiting legal gaps by organizing reward games to pay lower 
taxes or show favoritism in awards to certain individuals.
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Introduction
While making ordinary purchases, we often see different opportunities to 
become part of sweepstakes, reward games, and giveaways. Reward games are 
a common tool that businesses in Kosovo use as a marketing strategy to boost 
sales and their customer base. Through these games, businesses promise various 
prizes such as housing, vehicles, or various amounts of cash. To become eligible, 
in most cases, customers must make a minimum purchase of certain products 
from that business. However, customers often do not know what happens to the 
promised prizes, whether they are actually awarded and whether the awards 
are done according to fair criteria and through a transparent process.1

Another way to reward customers is through loyalty programs. A customer 
loyalty program is a marketing strategy that recognizes and rewards those who 
purchase or engage with a brand on a recurring basis. It offers benefits such 
as points, discounts, or easier access to products or services.2 It boosts sales 
and deepens customers’ connection with the brand, resulting in retention and 
increased spending. Investments in such programs benefit customers but also 
businesses, as loyal customers tend to spend more. Various studies have found 
that it is at least six times more expensive for businesses to acquire a new customer 
than to keep an existing one.3 These programs are more commonly used in the 
countries of the European Union and other more developed countries, while in 
recent years they have become more prevalent in Kosovo. Unlike reward games, 
loyalty programs reward customers faster, or through instant price discounts. 
These programs may be administered by the business, an affiliate thereof, or a 
third party. These programs are also not monitored by any Kosovo authority.4 
Although award mechanisms in these programs are more transparent, and 
citizens can monitor the process of collecting points or benefits themselves, 
there is still room for irregularities. Which is why citizens have complained to 
the relevant authorities, as the findings in the following sections show. 

The rising level of inflation, demand for convenience and speed, changing 
shopping habits, offering different platforms for online retail purchases/
shopping, have emerged as the most frequent challenges faced by businesses 
after the COVID-19 pandemic.5 Businesses in Europe have sought to address 
these challenges by rewarding their customers through various loyalty programs 
(i.e., gamification of purchases).6 

In this report, GAP Institute has examined the legal framework and calculated 
approximate costs of prizes offered in such games in Kosovo. The data was 
obtained through secondary datapoints, including only data accessible online 
from the publications of the organizers of these games from 2009 to 2023. It 
should be noted that these do not necessarily include all reward games organized 
in Kosovo. Only grand prizes promised by businesses, such as housing, vehicles, 
or cash values over 10,000 euros, are included in the calculation. Whether it 
is an apartment or a vehicle, award prices are calculated based on the type of 
prize and the average market price. The apartments are priced at 50,000 euros 
since neither the size nor the location is known. In contrast, the vehicle prices 
are calculated based on the price of the vehicle for the year it was promised. In 
order to provide these data, GAP Institute first contacted over 12 businesses7 

1 Radio Television of Kosovo (RTK). Prize games, without legal basis and without control. Last accessed January 20, 2024.
2 Sales Force. Customer Loyalty Programs: What Are They? (With Examples).Why is a customer loyalty program such a 

key marketing strategy? Here’s what you need to know. Last accessed January 23, 2024.
3 Ibid.
4 This report focuses primarily on prize games.
5 The Octalysis Group. Supermarkets can use gamification to combat Inflation. Last accessed January 23, 2024.
6 Ibid.
7 Interex, Albi Group, Devolli Corporation, Viva Fresh Sh.p.k, Meridian Corporation, Superviva, Jora Center, Ipko, Elkos 

Group, Nimi tv, Kastrati Group, Banka Ekonomike.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sExu5AzepR0
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/customer-loyalty-program-examples-tips/
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/customer-loyalty-program-examples-tips/
https://octalysisgroup.com/2022/10/supermarkets-can-use-gamification-to-combat-inflation/#:~:text=To%20combat%20this%2C%20supermarkets%20need,their%20website%20and%20buying%20things.
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known to the public for the frequent organization of such games. However, none 
of these businesses responded to the questionnaire. The report also compares 
domestic practices with international ones, including European Union (EU) 
countries, such as Italy and Switzerland, and Western Balkans countries, such as 
North Macedonia and Serbia.

(Non)Control of reward games in Kosovo
It has been more than four years that the state of Kosovo has had no control 
over reward games activity, for which, as long as the Law on Games of Chance 
was in effect, the Tax Administration of Kosovo (TAK) conducted monitoring. 
The Law on Games of Chance8 has been repealed by the Law on the Prohibition 
of Games of Chance.9 Until May 10, 2019, based on the repealed Law on Games 
of Chance, to organize sweepstakes, reward games, and giveaways, businesses 
were required to obtain permits from the Tax Administration of Kosovo. While 
after this date, according to an announcement made on TAK’s official website, 
the organization of such games remains the sole responsibility of the businesses. 
This is without monitoring by state authorities. The government of that time 
decided to repeal the Law on Games of Chance, which was then materialized 
with the voting of the new draft law by the majority in the Assembly, aiming to 
protect citizens from harmful activities such as betting, games of chance, and 
related events in casinos.

Under the repealed Law on Games of Chance, awarding competitions and 
reward games were not defined as games of chance. They could be organized 
provided that participation in the game was not contingent on fees collection.10 
In the repealed Law, prizes from competitions were allowed to be awarded in 
products, services, or even in cash, but not exceeding 1,000 euros. 

Businesses were not required to pay any additional tax for organizing reward 
games; this is because these expenses were calculated entirely as representation 
(advertisement/promotion) expenses. Although reward games are not 
specifically mentioned in the legal framework, businesses may refer to the Law 
on Corporate Income Tax for such expenses. According to this Law, advertising 
and promotional expenses are deductible for tax purposes.11

With the absence of control over reward game practices, a legal gap has 
been created in Kosovo which can be used improperly by businesses. If some 
businesses award prizes in a selective manner and not based on methods that 
guarantee a random or equally likely selection of winners, they also unfairly 
benefit from the reduction of tax obligations to the state. This is because 
reward game expenses are completely deductible, as marketing expenses, so 
the gap between businesses’ revenues and annual expenditure is reduced, and 
consequently the profit tax they have to pay. At the same time, reward game 
campaigns positively affect the sales growth of those businesses.

Similarly, for some of the prizes that businesses intend to award in such 
games, such as vehicles, they must pay Value Added Tax (VAT). However, as a 
consequence of the lack of direct monitoring by TAK in these activities, there 

8 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo. Law No.04/L– 080 on Games of Chance. Last accessed January 10, 2024.
9 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo. Law No. 06/L -155 on the Prohibition of Games of Chance. Last accessed 

February 12, 2024.
10 Ibid. “The awarding competitions and the awarding Games that are organized by the juristic entity with propagandistic 

aims are not considered Games of Chance according to this Law, but they can be organized, on condition that the 
participation in the game is not paid extra, that the award be given in products or services, and that the rules of the game 
be published in the daily press according to the permission of the Ministry of Economy and Finance.”

11 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo. Law No. 05/L -029 on Corporate Income Tax, Article 11. Last accessed 
December 23, 2024.

https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=2813
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=19056
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=11016
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are cases where vehicles or other amenities that are later awarded as prizes, are 
initially purchased as company assets to be used for business purposes.12 This is 
because according to the Law on Value Added Tax and the supplementary legal 
basis, vehicles used for business purposes are exempt from VAT.13

Due to the lack of monitoring of these games, TAK finds it difficult to identify 
winners, who also must pay income tax on any winnings.14 Consequently, state 
revenues are negatively affected in several aspects by this legal loophole. 

Prize games in Kosovo: Award calculations 
According to GAP Institute calculations, based on open source online data, 
during 2009-2023, pledges for major prizes reached about 2.7 million euros. 
These prizes include housing, vehicles, and cash. Compared to the period 
when TAK monitored reward games, after 2019, pledges of prizes for customers 
multiplied by 16 times. The value of the prizes was 12 times higher. From these 
online accessible data, 26 apartments worth 1.3 million euros,15 56 vehicles 
worth 1.2 million euros, and 12 cash prizes valued at 132 thousand euros have 
been identified. At the moment, just one of the big businesses is running a prize 
game with more than 150 awards, worth more than 100,000 euros.

Businesses pledge vehicles from different brands such as Range Rover, BMW, 
Volkswagen, and Renault, among others. GAP Institute has also come across 
other prizes such as phones worth over one thousand euros, various cash 
amounts, TV sets, scooters, various electronic devices among other products. 
However, such items are not included in the calculation as they do not exceed 
the value of 10,000 euros per unit.

Figure 1. Number and value of total prizes (2009-2023)

56 Units 26 Units

13 Units

€1,300,000

€1
32

,0
00

€1,247,561Vehicles Apartments

Cash

Source: GAP Institute based on online business data

12 From communication and discussions with prize game subject matter experts in Kosovo.
13 Ministry of Finance. Administrative Instruction (MoF) No. 03/ 2015 for Implementing Law No. 05/l-037 on Value 

Added Tax. Article 56.4.
14 Law No. 05/l -028 on Personal Income Tax. Article 14.
15 Note: The value of residential apartments is estimated at 50,000 euros calculated based on an average from the real 

estate market. 

https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=11079
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=11079
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=11014
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From the analyzed data, from 2009 to May 2019, fewer reward games were 
organized, while from 2019 to 2023, reward games were much more frequent 
(the exception here is 2020). This may also be due to the repeal of the law and 
the wider use of the Internet and social media in recent years. This has made 
information dissemination much easier. The 2009-2018 period includes games 
organized in 2009, 2016, 2017, and 2018. The analysis includes 2009 as it is the 
first year with a reward game featuring a vehicle as the grand prize. While from 
2009 until 2016, we do not encounter any reward games with prizes exceeding 
10,000 euros, at least from online information.

Figure 2. Value of prizes before and after the repeal of the Law on Games of 
Chance (2009-2023)

€0

€1,000,000

€2,000,000

€3,000,000

€218,938 

2009–2018

€2,460,073 

2019–2023

Source: GAP Institute based on online business data

A high total value of prizes was pledged during 2019; more specifically, 15 
apartments worth a total of around 750,000 euros were pledged. A year later, 
in 2020, during the time the country was facing the economic consequences 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the prizes mainly constituted cash worth less than 
10,000 euros, although many in number. In 2022, prize games with a total value 
of more than 626,000 euros were organized: 48% of this value was pledged to 
housing, 36% to vehicles, and the rest in cash. The facilitation and removal of 
prior approval by TAK may have also affected the organization of more reward 
games since 2019. From 2019, businesses are free to organize their prize games 
however they choose,16 so most businesses legitimately choose not to disclose 
prize awards. 

Figure 3. Value of prizes, by year (2016-2023)

€83,000 €30,938 €70,000

€750,000

€386,581

€626,130

€697,363

 €0

 €200,000

 €400,000

 €600,000

 €800,000

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Source: GAP Institute based on online business data

16 Tax Administration of Kosovo. Notice to Taxpayers – TAK does not provide prior approval for prize games. 
Last accessed January 24, 2024.

https://www.atk-ks.org/njoftim-per-tatimpagues-atk-nuk-miraton-organizmin-e-lojerave-shperblyese/
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From the analysis of all the games presented in the report (2009-2023), it has 
been found that more than half of the grand prizes (54%) to be awarded have 
been disclosed to the public. In these cases (54%), businesses have made public 
the drawing of the name of the prize winner through coupons. This is either 
through live events broadcast on national television or social media, or by 
using some formula that randomly selects the winners. This practice increases 
the confidence of the players. Despite the lack of transparency in awards, 
consumers do not address their dissatisfaction or doubts. According to the 
Consumer Protection Department at the Ministry of Industry, Entrepreneurship, 
and Trade, from 2013 when this department started accepting complaints, 12 
complaints were received on loyalty program points and only one complaint on 
prize games.17 The first complaint was received in 2021, six complaints in 2022, 
and the rest in 2023.

Customer reward practices in European 
Union and Western Balkans countries
In European Union countries, businesses offer rewards and perks to customers 
mainly through loyalty programs, but not necessarily through reward games. 
Over 61% of customers in Europe are part of such programs, reaching over 80% in 
countries such as Norway and Sweden. Even in countries with low participation, 
such as Turkey and Romania, membership in loyalty programs remains above 
30%.18 One of the most common ways to reward customers is through loyalty 
cards. This is where customers receive points for every purchase and can redeem 
them for discounts on future purchases, a practice that increases customer 
loyalty. Also, business strategies to attract customers include special offers and 
discounts on certain products. Their periodic catalogs and announcements 
notify customers of current offers and savings opportunities. These loyalty 
programs in EU countries are required to be implemented in accordance with 
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)19 which has been in effect 
since May 25, 2018. This legal act provides a series of obligations for privacy 
protection and the use of personal data. It requires compliance with the rules as 
well as approval for their processing.20

In Italy, loyalty programs are regulated by the Italian Competition Authority 
(Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato). This authority ensures fair 
and transparent practices, protects customers’ rights, and prevents money 
laundering.21 To organize a loyalty program, businesses only pay taxes on the 
value of rewards they award to their customers.22 Rewards are considered 
taxable supplies of goods or services and subject to VAT at the applicable rate. 
In Italy, loyalty programs are considered marketing expenses for businesses, 
and they can claim deductions up to a certain percentage of their taxable 
income. More precisely, the deduction is limited to 10% of marketing expenses 
and cannot exceed 2% of annual profit.23 While businesses that organize games 
of chance, such as lotteries or bets, pay a special tax rate. This varies depending 
on the type and value of the reward. 

17 Correspondence between GAP Institute and the Consumer Protection Department at the Ministry of Industry, 
Entrepreneurship, and Trade, December 2023.

18 Mando Connect. Understanding the Loyalty Landscape in Europe White Paper. Last accessed January 24, 2024.
19 General Data Protection Regulation. Article 26. Last accessed January 23, 2024.
20 OCI- General Data Protection. Protecting Personal Data. Last accessed January 24, 2024.
21 Research and Markets. Italy Loyalty Programs Market Intelligence and Future Growth Dynamics Databook, 2024. 

Last accessed February 13, 2024.
22 Agenzia Entrate, Ministry of Finance and Economy. VAT in Italy. Last accessed February 13, 2024.
23 Ibid.

https://www.mando-connect.co.uk/whitepaper
https://gdpr-info.eu/
https://www.oracle.com/uk/security/gdpr/
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5585245/italy-loyalty-programs-market-intelligence-and?utm_source=GNE&utm_medium=PressRelease&utm_code=x4zbgf&utm_campaign=1873415+-+Italy%27s+Loyalty+Market+Poised+for+Significant+Growth%2c+Expected+to+Surpass+%245.88+Billion+by+2027%2c+Fueled+by+Rising+Adoption+of+Mobile-based+Loyalty+Programs&utm_exec=jamu273prd
https://www.agenziaentrate.gov.it/portale/web/english/nse/Business/Vat+in+Italy/
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Switzerland regulates rewarding customers through loyalty programs, where 
businesses must navigate through various legal aspects to ensure fair and 
transparent practices. Loyalty programs are governed by consumer protection 
laws, contract law, and data protection regulations. These programs are 
categorized as marketing expenses and fall under VAT-deductible expenses 
since they are used for business development purposes. In most cases, players 
and operators of such games are under the supervision and authorization of 
regulatory authorities, such as the Swiss Federal Gaming Board. While the legal 
framework includes games of chance as part of betting games regulation. Games 
of chance include any activity where participants wager a certain amount of 
money or other known value for the chance of winning a prize or other monetary 
gain. The Regulation specifies a large number of rules and restrictions on games 
of chance. These include obligations of gaming organizers regarding social 
responsibility, anti-money laundering measures, and restrictions on advertising 
and promotion. Games of chance laws and regulations are limited only to betting 
games, but not to loyalty programs. This is unless customer loyalty programs 
are applied by game organizers.24

In North Macedonia, rewarding customers in games of chance and entertainment 
games is regulated through the Law on Games of Chance and Entertainment 
Games.25 Some of the key points of this law are definitions of games, types of 
games, and legal procedures for organizers. In the case of entertainment games, 
the organizer may also be an individual business/person, subject to licensing 
by the Ministry of Finance.26 Award games are games of chance organized by 
one or more businesses to advertise products and services.27 These games are 
organized in different ways such as by electronic means via mobile devices, 
the Internet, public announcements. Winners must receive product or service 
awards, cash, or rights, depending on what has been proposed as a prize by 
organizers. The fee for the organization of the games is 18% of the prize fund 
value, paid upfront before the games are organized.28 If several companies 
appear jointly as organizers of the reward game, the fee is divided between the 
organizers equally by prior agreement.  Game terms must be published in local 
newspapers, and the winners must be announced within three days. Any game 
iteration cannot exceed one year. 29 The law stipulates that for any matter not 
covered, the Law on General Administrative Procedure shall apply.30 In addition, 
from 2023 prize game winners in North Macedonia must pay 15% income tax on 
their winnings.31

24 ICLG – Gambling Laws and Regulations. Last accessed January 24, 2024.
25 Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia. Law on Games of Chance and Entertainment Games. 

Last accessed January 17, 2024.
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
28 Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia. Law on Games of Chance and Entertainment Games. Article 129. 

Last accessed January 23, 2024
29 Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia. Law on Games of Chance and Entertainment Games. Article 126. 

Last accessed January 23, 2024.
30 Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia. Law on Games of Chance and Entertainment Games. 

Last accessed January 23, 2024.
31 Telegrafi. New tax law in Macedonia provides tax hikes for some activities, 2023. Last accessed January 23, 2024.

https://iclg.com/practice-areas/gambling-laws-and-regulations/switzerland
https://dejure.mk/zakon/ligj-per-lojera-te-fatit-dhe-lojera-argetuese
https://finance.gov.mk/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/Law-on-games-of-chance-and-entertianment-games.pdf
https://finance.gov.mk/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/Law-on-games-of-chance-and-entertianment-games.pdf
https://telegrafi.com/ligji-ri-tatimeve-ne-maqedoni-parasheh-rritje-tatimore-ne-disa-veprimtari/
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Serbia does not have specific laws dedicated to loyalty programs. Nevertheless, 
businesses must navigate through various legal aspects to ensure fair and 
transparent practices. This is the case in Serbia because games of chance are 
legal.32 Serbian businesses may set up loyalty programs without a mandatory 
fee. However, they must comply with consumer protection laws, privacy 
regulations, and advertising/marketing guidelines. Unless specific exemptions 
or rules apply, marketing expenses in Serbia are treated as regular business 
expenses and subject to standard taxation rates. Unlike other countries, Serbia 
has a website, although not official, where all active reward games are posted. 
The prize winners are also shown.33 

In Albania, the Law on Games of Chance governs reward (promotional) games.34 
According to this law, a “promotional game of chance” is a game that promotes 
products or services, in which participants compete for prizes or bonuses. In 
these cases, the Minister of Finance in Albania grants authorization to public or 
private entities to organize promotional games of chance, through the sale and 
trading of goods or in any other way during the performance of their activity, 
for promotional effects or publicity of the goods. The ways, forms, criteria, 
and additional rules for the organization of promotional games of chance are 
determined by the Council of Ministers.35 These games are then monitored and 
controlled by the Games of Chance Monitoring Unit.36 According to one of the 
decisions of the Council of Ministers, promotional games of chance may be 
organized by the organizers offering the product/service to be promoted for 
free, offering the product/service at the sale price together with a coupon, a 
ticket, the opportunity to scratch in the packaging of the purchased product, 
or in any other way, provided by the organizer, but without additional costs 
for the customer.37 To obtain authorization, the organizers of the promotional 
games of chance must pay a fee of 200,000 lek (1,939 euros) in advance.38 These 
revenues are deposited 100% into the Albanian national budget.39 Regarding the 
obligations of the winners of these games, according to the general guidance 
on income tax, income from gifts, inheritances, and games of chance received in 
the Republic of Albania by residents and non-residents is taxed at 15% without 
deducting any costs.40

In Montenegro, customer rewards are mainly applied through loyalty programs, 
which are not legally regulated. While the Law on Games of Chance governs 
games of chance activities such as lotteries, betting, and bingo, for which a 
license is required.41 

32 Assembly of the Republic of Serbia. Law on Games of Chance. Last accessed February 12, 2024.
33 NagradneigreRS.com
34 Official Gazette of the Republic of Albania. Law No. 155/2015 on Games of Chance in the Republic of Albania 

(amended by Law No. 140/2016, dated 12/22/2016, No. 75/2018, date 10/25/2018. Last accessed March 20, 2024.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Games of Chance Monitoring Authority. Decision on the ways, means, criteria, and rules for the organization of 

promotional games of chance, Official Gazette No. 55, dated 03/22/2017. Last accessed March 20, 2024.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 General Guidance No. 26, dated 09/08/2023 on Income Tax
41 Law and Practice in Montenegro. Last accessed March 21, 2024.

https://uis.gov.rs/static/uploads/383_Law_on_games_of_chance.pdf
http://NagradneigreRS.com
https://alprofitconsult.al/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/LIGJ-nr.-155-2015-date-21.12.2015-Per-lojerat-e-fatit-ne-Republiken-e-Shqiperise.pdf
http://amlf.gov.al/index.php/en/vendime-te-keshillit-te-ministrave
http://amlf.gov.al/index.php/en/vendime-te-keshillit-te-ministrave
https://bdkadvokati.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/021_MONTENEGRO.pdf
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Conclusions and recommendations
To drive purchases and increase customer participation, businesses use various 
strategies such as price discounts, reward games, and loyalty programs. 
However, this phenomenon has not been regulated by the legal framework in 
Kosovo since 2019, unlike previous years when the Tax Administration controlled 
this activity. Similar to European Union countries, businesses in Kosovo organize 
loyalty programs and reward games. However, what differs from practices 
in these countries is the more frequent offering of prizes such as residential 
apartments or vehicles. Until May 2019, there were fewer reward games 
organized. From July 2019 to 2023 reward games are more prevalent, with the 
exception of 2020. This may have been due to the repeal of the law on games 
of chance and the wider use of the Internet and social media in recent years, 
making information dissemination much easier.

In some Western Balkans countries, such as North Macedonia or Albania, reward 
games are regulated legally. In North Macedonia, to organize a prize game, a 
business must pay the fee for organizing the prize game, at 18% of the total 
prize fund value. While in Albania, organizers have to pay nearly 2,000 euros. 
In countries outside the Western Balkans, loyalty programs are used to reward 
customers. In this context, loyalty programs are considered marketing expenses 
for businesses, and they can claim deductions up to a certain percentage of 
their taxable income. 

In support of customer protection, GAP Institute recommends that public 
institutions, such as TAK, should take measures to prevent businesses from 
exploiting legal gaps by organizing reward games to pay lower taxes or show 
favoritism in awards to certain individuals. At the same time, loyalty programs 
must be monitored, to ensure that they award points and perks properly. To 
address this issue, it is important that within the framework of existing laws, 
regulations, or by decision, a control mechanism should be established to 
specify the conditions, rules, and restrictions for reward games, including the 
obligations of organizers, anti-money laundering measures, financial reporting 
forms, and advertising and promotion restrictions. Overall, the implementation 
of the game, loyalty programs, and awards should be monitored, ensuring 
a transparent and accountable process. Also, it is extremely important to 
introduce limits on reward game expenses declaration by businesses. Through 
these changes and the implementation of appropriate control mechanisms, the 
legitimacy of such games and loyalty programs would be improved. This would 
ensure a more orderly and fairer environment for all involved actors.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Reward Games in Kosovo 

Prize Approximate Price per Unit Unit  Total 

Vehicle €35,000.00 1 €35,000.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 1 €20,000.00

Vehicle €63,000.00 1 €63,000.00

Vehicle €30,938.00 1 €30,938.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 1 €20,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 15 €750,000.00

Vehicle €25,000.00 1 €25,000.00

Vehicle €40,000.00 1 €40,000.00

Vehicle €26,527.00 3 €79,581.00

Vehicle €7,000.00 1 €7,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Vehicle €25,000.00 3 €75,000.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 3 €60,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Cash €100,000.00 1 €100,000.00

Vehicle €16,129.82 1 €16,129.82

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Vehicle €25,000.00 3 €75,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Vehicle €15,000.00 5 €75,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 3 €60,000.00

Cash €10,000.00 1 €10,000.00

Cash €2,000.00 10 €20,000.00

Vehicle  €20,000.00 2 €40,000.00

Vehicle €15,000.00 5 €75,000.00

Vehicle €15,000.00 1 €15,000.00

Vehicle €15,000.00 1 €15,000.00

Vehicle €15,000.00 1 €15,000.00

https://www.ipko.com/dergo-sms-dhe-fito-bmw-seria-1-hp-mini-laptop-apo-nokia-e75/
https://bitly.ws/VMZe
https://www.facebook.com/IPKO.Rrethiyt/photos/a.172456816117801/1505563332807136/
https://www.facebook.com/IPKO.Rrethiyt/photos/a.193477634015719/1890884627608336/
https://bitly.ws/VMZz
https://telegrafi.com/fitoni-banese-ndeti-vetem-nga-interex/
https://www.facebook.com/vivafresh.rks/videos/265390867679326/
https://www.facebook.com/goplusenergydrink/posts/824396201550059/
https://www.koha.net/arberi/271068/festojme-3-vjet-shell-vazhdon-loja-shperblyese/
https://www.facebook.com/ReformaAutomotive/photos/a.306783353090886/1256012658167946/
https://www.facebook.com/ReformaAutomotive/photos/a.306783353090886/1253016958467516/
https://indeksonline.net/kete-muaj-pushime-verore-dhe-shume-shperblime-te-tjera-ne-petrol-company-si-dhe-jackpot-banese-ne-fund-te-vitit-31-korrik-3-gusht-2/
https://telegrafi.com/4-qershor-interex-dhuron-per-konsumatoret-banese-ne-ulqin-dhe-3-vetura-te-reja-citroen-c3/
https://telegrafi.com/4-qershor-interex-dhuron-per-konsumatoret-banese-ne-ulqin-dhe-3-vetura-te-reja-citroen-c3/
https://reporteri.net/lajme/loje-e-madhe-shperblyese-ne-emona-center-duke-blere-me-cmime-te-lira-mund-te-fitoni-veture-apo-shperblime-tjera/
https://www.facebook.com/422344041160539/posts/5794044663990423/
https://insajderi.org/fito-100-000e-me-birra-peja-behu-pjese-e-lojes-me-te-madhe-te-cash-it/
https://www.facebook.com/ESSIGROUP/posts/pfbid0xRWrqa4Nu6L4kfec6MFZp5Hfs9swCggKGWQ34M2Azf7hf1ddQAVQhGeTWRSQAki6l?mibextid=zDhOQc
https://www.facebook.com/KlanKosovaOfficial1/videos/1018803608995172/?mibextid=zDhOQc
https://www.facebook.com/KlanKosovaOfficial1/videos/1018803608995172/?mibextid=zDhOQc
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=3032227716922942&set=pcb.3032227786922935
https://www.facebook.com/superviva.ks/posts/pfbid036ZCB8uVvwFGh1V7VuskeXP8F1GtcgtsaBKYeHS6mnH8j9nbqTyP1u3bmNLLJW4eel?mibextid=zDhOQc
https://telegrafi.com/nimi-tv-sjell-lojen-e-madhe-shperblyese-duke-dhuruar-5-vetura-dhe-nje-banese/
https://telegrafi.com/nimi-tv-sjell-lojen-e-madhe-shperblyese-duke-dhuruar-5-vetura-dhe-nje-banese/
https://www.facebook.com/InterexKs/videos/540266170773416/
https://www.facebook.com/InterexKs/videos/540266170773416/
https://loja.interex-rks.com/campaign/EX
https://loja.interex-rks.com/campaign/EX
https://telegrafi.com/behu-pjese-e-lojes-dhe-fito-ne-ip-petrol/
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=771197501477593&set=pcb.771197568144253
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=715417867286482&set=a.594278816067055
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=736213168540285&set=a.594278816067055
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1422089055370797
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Prize Approximate Price per Unit Unit  Total 

Vehicle €15,000.00 1 €15,000.00

Vehicle €8,399.00 1 €8,399.00

Vehicle €26,527.00 1 €26,527.00

Vehicle €26,527.00 1 €26,527.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 1 €20,000.00

Vehicle €8,909.00 1 €8,909.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Cash €2,000.00 1 €2,000.00

Vehicle €15,000.00 4 €60,000.00

Apartment €50,000.00 1 €50,000.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 1 €20,000.00

Vehicle €70,000.00 1 €70,000.00

Vehicle €20,000.00 3 €60,000.00

Vehicle €45,000.00 1 €45,000.00

Vehicle €45,000.00 1 €45,000.00

https://www.facebook.com/liriprizren/videos/2143035242570049
https://www.facebook.com/SPARinKosova/posts/pfbid02bjd6VdtPUE1dZ2c9r4qtzeFMKVdt7hgM9kmgdpzCAnj1s8e4h1i22tGGtYAKG4bwl?mibextid=zDhOQc
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=572926551662490&set=a.503324118622734
https://indeksonline.net/ditelindja-e-5-te-e-njesise-kastrati-5-ne-prishtine-fushe-kosove-sot-loja-shperblyese/
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1303399053557987&set=pcb.1303399123557980
https://www.facebook.com/KlanKosovaOfficial1/videos/646940710861225/?mibextid=zDhOQc
https://www.bekonomike.com/sq/Blogu/Category/Viti-2023/Afatizo-dhe-fito-Banes%C3%AB-n%C3%AB-Prishtin%C3%AB!
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=619389767071167&set=a.414697177540428
https://www.epokaere.com/loja-e-madhe-nga-nimi-tv-vazhdon-edhe-4-vetura-dhe-nje-banese-deri-ne-fund-te-vitit/
https://www.epokaere.com/loja-e-madhe-nga-nimi-tv-vazhdon-edhe-4-vetura-dhe-nje-banese-deri-ne-fund-te-vitit/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CzBfDJzqB_8/
https://fb.watch/q5H46uvIMK/
https://fb.watch/q5HEYOvAmB/
https://telegrafi.com/qendresa-hoti-fiton-bmw-serie-3-ne-loje-e-trent-te-go/
https://telegrafi.com/arbnor-rushiti-fitues-bmw-te-serise-se-3-te-go-loje-e-trent/
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